Effects of periodic perturbations on the oscillatory behavior in the NO+H2 reaction on Pt(100).
The mean field model proposed by Makeev and Nieuwenhuys [J. Chem. Phys. 108, 3740 (1998)] simulates the oscillatory behavior experimentally observed in the NO+H2 reaction on the surface Pt(100). This model reproduces quite well the kinetic oscillations and the transition to chaos via the Feigenbaum route, that is to say, through bifurcations involving period doubling. From this model, we analyze the response of the natural oscillations of period-1 (P1, one maximum) to periodic perturbations superposed to the partial pressure of one of the reactants. The perturbed model reproduces the periodic states found in the autonomous model, the route to chaos through bifurcations with period doubling, and the appearance of chaos via the route of intermittency, which shows alternation of periodic oscillations with intervals of disordered oscillations in the same time evolution. Experimentally it has been observed that the reaction shows a great sensitivity to reactant partial pressures and temperature. In experimental conditions slightly different to those considered in Makeev and Nieuwenhuys (MN) model, oscillations with period-3 (P3, three maxima) have been observed. At T=457 K and certain pressures, these P3 oscillations do not appear in MN model, although they appear at T=456 K . The same effect (P3 oscillations) is obtained at T=457 K in our perturbed model, due to the modulation of pH2. In a second step we show how the modulation of the perturbing frequency influences on the oscillations P1 of the perturbed system. The results show that the periodic behavior loses its regularity at low values of the normalized amplitude and of the modulated frequency of the perturbation. Other aspect observed in the perturbed model is that the amount of products varies in relation to nonperturbed model. When the oscillations are periodic or they follow the Feigenbaum route to chaos, the production average decreases or slightly increases, whereas it always increases if there are intermittencies, the most significant percentage increase being for NH3 (nearly 10%).